January 21, 2014 started @ 6:06AM:

Author: Lexi Dewar

Meeting attendees: Jen, Andy, Kim, Gaby, Mike, Lexi, Jessica

Meeting times/days:

- Same time - in the lounge unless we decide like we want to go out

$400 from HFES National

- What are we using it for? Why do we need the money?
- Me, Andy, Jen
- Events we want to do over the course of the semesters

Jess Michaelis wants to be social chair - but not help out totally full-blown

Events throughout the semester:

- 301Q for one of the general meetings
- Presentation
- Candy
- Snacks
- Game/Movie Night
- Mean Girls?? HF??
- Gaby might present again
- 1st meeting
- February timeframe
- Doodle- Lexi
- Mondays and Thursdays are bad nights

Fundraising + End of Year meeting

- Firkin and Kegler- Lexi

Spring party

- Mardi Gras theme
- Location? --Can someone volunteer their house? â€“Michael Boyce (maybe)
**Happy hours**

- Varying the times/dates
- Starting in Feb. (third week in Feb.), Mar., April, Feb. 17th 7PM
- Contact the restaurant- Jess will do this
- Fundraise through these- as long as the paperwork is filled
- Buffalo Wild Wings- 1 month in advance

**NEM Expo**

- Advertising
- Cash
- Wristbands
- Would Tom be on board?
- Who can donate the systems?
- Monitoring
- April
- Mike will work on a flyer
- Dean’s room on first floor to book the room
- Blow off some steam before finals with video games
- Event and charging admission- rule on charging or forcing people to pay
- Suggested donation box?

**Guest speaker**

- Dr. Bohil and Dr. Neider will be doing student presentations in the Spring and will be much more involved in the speakers
- The Amazing Randy
- $1,000 for a presentation
- Faculty prefer an academic
- Thomas Sheridan
- Be generating a list of ideas- make a list and bring it to the next meeting

**End of the Year BBQ**

- After finals, before people leave
- Dean/Rouse- Jay Blanchard Park- party at the murder park
- Lake Mills- picnicking
Lake Baldwin
Location?

**Outreach presentation**

- Gaby will present in Lexi’s social psych class
- Mentor a science fair at a local high school- Mouloua’s sons
- Mike & Andy will look into this a bit more

**Forgotten clinical panel?**

**ABD Panel**

- No need- very busy
- Lack of attendance

**Tour- later in the semester**

- Air traffic control tour- Orlando International Airport
- Kim might get a contact at NASA for a tour
- Establish early that carpooling will occur

**HFES Social**

- Chicago, IL
- Getting together with the other chapters
- Is it a UCF social or does it not incorporate the others?
  - More money if we do it with other
  - Confusion if we get a lot of groups together
  - Nice to have it branded to us
  - Brand the UCF Psych Department and thank them!
- Suite at the hotel- $$$ from Dr. Mouloua
- Catering to the suite
- Book suite for the night
- Donations for catering to come to the room
- More of a relaxed social- mingling
- Restaurants around the area
- Sometime after the TG meetings- Tuesdays or Wednesdays
- Which restaurant and will Mouloua help?
Kay will donate again
IST donated $$$
Contact people for fundraising for the Social Event
Advertisement and payments
Siemens, Lockheed Martin, ARL, Intel, Microsoft
Adrian Quevdo- firm
Ninjaneer Studios
Exponent- Cades
UCF Psych Department
Disney

Website
Kimâ€™s bio needs to be sent to Mike
Toriâ€™s has just sent it to Mike
Andy has some comments for the questions
Jessica needs to send a pic to Mike and a bio for Social Chair

Social Media
LinkedIn
Twitter - We need more followers!

OSI To-Do List:
Paperwork turned into SU 208
Update information with OSI

SGA Money
$1000 in supplies
Staples products only
Products to buy:
Banner for the social
Baseball T-Shirts - UCF HFES shirts as a sort of fundraiser